QUALITY ASSURANCE DECISIONS
Area of Coverage - Patient Safety and Quality

Three recent Alberta Court of Queen's Bench decisions [Forsberg v. Naidoo, 2009 ABQB 369, Dawe v. Evans, 2009 ABQB 724, Bruce Estate, 2010 ABQB 21] illustrate judicial expectations about what kinds of activities and documents qualify for legal protection under section 9 Alberta Evidence Act, RSA 2000 A-18. To date, none of these decisions have been appealed. A definitive statement from the Alberta Court of Appeal is uncertain.

These cases involved different kinds of quality assurance activities or documents that were intended to have section 9 legal protection:

1. A report of a quality assurance review triggered by a patient complaint that was not shared with the patient;
2. A letter a physician authored to a family summarizing discussions and conclusions of a quality assurance review; and

In each matter Counsel for the Plaintiff applied for a Court Order compelling the disclosure and use of these quality assurance activities or documents as evidence in litigation. In all three decisions the Court denied the application.

The Court relied on similar principles in each case:

- The legislative purpose of section 9 gives priority to legal protection of confidentiality around quality assurance activities and documents over any litigation advantage from using the information;
- Section 9 expresses an absolute legal prohibition against using, or even seeking to use quality assurance information in an "action", which covers facts as well as opinions;
- Section 9 is a legislative prohibition that cannot voluntarily be waived; and
- "Action" means legal proceedings [interpreted broadly].

The decision on the HQCA report adds that the public disclosure of a quality assurance record in a forum outside of an "action" does not weaken the Section 9 prohibition against using it as evidence in an action, at least in circumstances where public disclosure is an appropriate part of the mandate of the disclosing party.
These principles potentially challenge evolving quality assurance practices and procedures. We would suggest that health care organizations and other bodies that rely on section 9 [or equivalent statutory provisions] protection for patient safety activities re-examine the alignment of current operational practices and procedures with legislated powers and obligations.
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